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DECEMBER MEETING
Our next meeting will be held On Tuesday
December 5tli at 7:00piii at the shop of Bob
Green. To get to Bob's shop, take 1-440 46
Noiensvilie Rd. Head north towards
Nashville, then turn left at Rosedale Rd,, justone idock otr of 1-440. Take the first right
onto Canady Rd. Bob's shop is about
halfway down the block on the left hand side
at 2145 Canady Kd. Our demonstrator for
this meeting will be Grant McRorie. Grarif
will discuss bottoms of turned bowls and
detail his approach to this aspect of bovyl;;
design. All of thosebwho attended the bok;
turning demonstration by Chris Stott, let's;
see some examples of what you learned!:
Bfinp vnur recent turnings for the "Instant
Galiwv"!

(lAR

December Meeting: Charles Alvis gave a
great discourse on sharpening at this meeting.
He showed a low cost grinder which can be
made from a used washing machine motor and
an arbor assembly. This operates at 1725 rpm
which Charles encourages instead of a faster
grinder. The low speed keeps the tool from
overheating as easily and the tool lasts longer
because less metal is removed each time it is
sharpened. One of the tips that he shared with
the crowd was to concentrate on the bevel of
the tool when grinding. If you do this, the
edge vAll take care of itself! For bowl turning,
he uses the tool as it is from the grinder.
However, the last cut is made with a gouge
that has been honed using a rubber abrasive
wheel. This wheel is impregnated with SiC
polishing grit and will leave a polished edge on
the tool. Note that this wheel turns away from
the operator and should never turn towards
the operator like a standard grinding wheel
does! The edge can be further refined by
polishing on a leather wheel with green
chrome polishing compound. This process is
also used by Charles for all of his spindle
gouges. The technique he uses for sharpening
his shear scrapers is to grind the bevel and

then hone with a diamond sharpening stone.
This leaves a very fine burr which works just
like a cabinet scraper. This was a very
informative meeting and everyone profited
from Charles advice. "Thanks" Charles! GAR

Talk of the Town: A recent showing of a
local TV show. Talk of the Town, on Channel
5 showed one our club members, Pat
Matranga turning a bottle stopper. Pat well
represented our organization to the viewing
public and did a great job in promoting
wooduming. "Congratulation" Pat!
Ornament Auction: We had an auction of
Christmas tree ornaments at our last meeting.
Howard Gilliam, John Jordan, and Gary
Runyon donated turned ornaments for this
occasion and it generated some much needed
capital for the TAW. Our thanks to these
turners for their generosity and let's hope that
the example set by these turners vrill inspire
other donations for the club!
Box
Turning
Demonstration:
Seventeen woodturners
attended the box
turning demonstration
by English turner Chris
Stott. This event was
held at the studio of
John Jordan
on
Saturday November 25.
Chris started the show
off by demonstrating
the basics of spindle
turning using gouges
and a skew. He noted
that there are only three basic shapes in
spindle turning : a flat, a bump, or a
depression. These were briefly shown by
roughing down a square block of wood into a
cylinder and then turning beads and coves. He
finished up by turning a spigot box in about
five minutes. The spigot box uses a tenon on
the top of the box to fit into a hollow in the
base to hold the two pieces together. Chris
uses a very easy mating technique to achieve a
good fit quickly. First, the end of the cylinder (
or top of the box) is turned to a finished
shape. A cut is then made with a parting tool
to form a tenon approximately 1/3 of the
distance from the end of the cylinder. This
Finial box by
Chris Stott

Election of TAW Officers: The November
meeting was slated for the election of new
officers for our organization. The nominating
committee had nominees for all positions but
that of President. These nominees were
unanimously voted in by acclamation. The new
working officers are as follows:
Vice-president
Grant McRorie
Treasurer
Mike Zinser
Secretary
FatMatranga
The position of President has not been filled
and a continuing search is underway for this
post. A new Editor for the TAW newsletter is
also being sought. If anyone wishes to
volunteer or has a nomination for either of
these positions please notify Talbert McMullin
at 832-2184.
Finally, a warm expression of thanks is
necessary for all of our acting officers who
have done a great job over the last couple of
years. President James Haddon, VP Barry
Ingle, Secretary Pete Shutt, and our Treasurer
Howard Gilliam have contributed an
enormous amount of their time in keeping this
club a success. "Our hats are off to you
Gentlemen!"

A fitted box made from a plastic imitation
ivory by Chris Stott!

isolates the top from the base. A very thin
parting tool is then used to remove the top
from the base, leaving most of the tenon with
the top and just a small part of the tenon on
the base. The top is then chucked up and a
recess is turned in the bottom. The bottom is
then chucked up and the inside of the box is
turned using a fingernail shaped scraper. The
fit between the bottom and the top is good
when the small remnant of the tenon on the
base is turned away. This matches the
diameter of the tenon to the recess. With a
good fit, the top can be jammed onto the base
and the outside of the box can be finish turned
and sanded. The box is then parted off with a
slight undercut so that the box sits well on a
surface.
This guy is so good that he can make
shavings without a tool!
\

A

Chris then proceeded to show how he makes
finial boxes. In this case, the technique is the
same only the finial is both the top and the
tenon. First the base is rough turned to shape.
The finial is then turned with the base of the
finial blending into a tenon of the same
diameter. The finial is just a series of bumps
and coves which progressively decrease in size
to a point. At this time, the finial is parted off
with some of the tenon left on the base. The
diameter of this tenon is the same as the finial
so a straight sided depression this diameter
will make a nice fit with the finial. The bowl is
then hollowed out using a scraper. The
toolrest should be above the center of the
piece but the scraper should work at the
center. This makes the scraper operate slightly
downhill. The hollow should follow the
outside curve so that the box has sides of an
even thickness. The base is then sanded and
finished with thinned lacquer. Chris then
applies a coat of pure camauba wax while the
piece is spinning and buffs it with a paper
towel. He admonished everyone not to use a
rag as you can be seriously injured if the rag
catches in the lathe. The bottom of the base is
then turned with a slight hollow. At this point
the piece is only held by a small tenon. The
base can then be parted off and a chisel used
to cut the tenon from the base.

Chris then went on to demonstrating how to
turn fitted boxes, a tall wobbly goblet from
green wood, and a platter. This was a great
way to spend the day. Chris was a great
teacher going over all of the fine points and
providing many turning tips. John's studio is a
wonderful place to hold one of these
demonstrations. It's close to the city but has a
great country atmosphere! It was quite evident
that these two turners got along very well and
this created a very relaxed setting for watching
a master at work. Our thanks go out to Chris
for a wonderful
A fitted box by
learning experience
Chris Stott!
and to John and his
family for providing
a great setting for
this event!! GAR
The
Tennessee
Association
of
Woodturners is a
not for
profit
organization formed
to promote and encourage the art of
woodturning and in doing so, promote and
encourage the craft of woodturning in
general. Membership is open to any
individual and includes a subscription to the
monthly newsletter. Address inquiries to TAW,
635 Oakley Dr., Nashville, TN 37220.
Meetings are held monthly on the first
Tuesday of each month at 7:00pm. Meeting
locations are listed each month in the monthly
Newsletter. Annual dues are $25.00.

Classified;
Delta 11" lathe: 37" between centers, stand,
l/3hp motor, 2-3" faceplates, 6" faceplate,
drive center, live center, 4 " & 12" toolrest,
walnut handvvheel, wrenches, $ 3 5 0 . 0 0
Contact Howard Gilliam at 373-2919,

Delta Lathe, 12" variable spted(46 - 450):

Circa 19^0, massive lathe in excellent
condition. New belts, tool rest, live center,
LH & RH faceplates. $995.00 Additional
$150.00 will buy a Nova chuck, massive
outboard toolrest, and a screw center chuck.
Transportation negotiable. Contact Clay
Crowder at (423)984-8935 or 983-7022

